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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in 
the answer on your answer document .  

Nancy wrote this essay to promote an idea she believes would improve the lives of 
students. Read Nancy’s essay and look for the revisions she should make. When you 
finish reading, answer the questions that follow. 

Four Days Is Enough 

(1) Students, are you having a difficult time completing all the activities in 

your schedule? (2) Teachers, are you exhausted from nonstop work? (3) You are 

not alone. (4) Every day in schools across the nation, teens have challenging 

classes, hours of homework, and extracurricular activities such as sports and music. 

(5) By Friday, students are waking up exhausted, but they must drag themselves 

through one more school day. (6) Likewise, teachers are spending their weekends 

grading papers and preparing lessons instead of relaxing with family and friends. 

(7) In this program students spend a little more time in school four days a 

week. (8) Then they have Friday off to catch up on their sleep, enjoy time with 

family and friends, and complete their many responsibilities. (9) Although some 

experts fear that reducing the length of the school week will worsen student learning, 

recent studies contradict this. (10) In 2015 Dr. Mark Anderson of Montana State 

University and Dr. Mary Beth Walker of Georgia State University reviewed scores for 

Colorado elementary school students who were placed in a four-day system. 

(11) They found that math scores improved by about 7 percent, and reading scores 

also improved. (12) “We thought that especially for the younger elementary school 

kids, longer days on a shorter school week would hurt their academic performance 

because their attention spans are shorter,” Dr. Walker said. (13) Researchers also 

thought a longer weekend would give students more of an opportunity to forget what 

they had learned. (14) Clearly this was not the case. (15) The study cited shows 

this hypothesis is incorrect. 

(16) Teachers are also noticing other benefits from shorter school weeks. 

(17) Shana Myers teaches in a four-day program near Phoenix, Arizona. (18) Myers 

says that the “Friday slump,” when students would seem tired through the day, is 
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gone. (19) Absences are also down, as parents can schedule appointments for kids 

on Fridays. (20) They are 



1 Nancy has not used the most effective word in sentence 4. Which word should replace have 
to create a more effective sentence? 

A carry 

B accept 

C manage 

D enroll 

2 Which of these sentences should Nancy add at the beginning of the second paragraph 
(sentences 7–15) to serve as the most effective position statement for her essay? 

F I think I would like the four-day school week because I would enjoy the extra time to rest 
on the weekend. 

G The four-day school week is a great idea for all students and parents, and even the school 
district would likely benefit. 

H We spend way too much time during the week in school, and it would be nice to have a 
three-day weekend for a part-time job or to just relax. 

J The four-day school week provides benefits that would help the students, teachers, and 
schools in our district. 

3 Which sentence in the fourth paragraph (sentences 22–30) is extraneous and should be 
deleted? 

A Sentence 27 

B Sentence 28 

C Sentence 29 

D Sentence 30 
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in 
the answer on your answer document.  

Reese wrote this essay for his biology class. Read Reese’s essay and look for any 
revisions he needs to make. When you finish reading, answer the questions that 
follow. 

A New Discovery about the Brain 

the 



(17) Even though what this relatively new discovery means is still not entirely clear, 

researchers are already making connections. (18) For example, many brain 

diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, involve the accumulation of specific proteins 

in the brain. (19) Although it is too early to jump to conclusions, it is reasonable to 

infer that these diseases may be connected in some way to the ability of this newly 

discovered lymphatic system to remove waste from the brain. (20) In the future, 

scientists will attempt to prove this connection. 

(21) The discovery of an entirely new system opens up exciting new areas of 

research and inquiry. (22) It may offer more opportunities for discoveries as 

researchers increase their understanding of how this system functions and how it is 

related to health and disease. (23) Eventually, we may gain a fuller understanding of 

the mysterious workings of the human brain. 
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5 Reese needs to improve the introduction of his essay. Which sentence should be added before 
sentence 1 to create a more effective introduction for his essay? 

A There are so many mysteries about the human body that you would never believe it. 

B The brain is like the body’s big jigsaw puzzle. 

C Over the past centuries, many of the mysteries of the human body have been explained 
by science. 

D Scientists are determined to find out all the facts that can help them understand our 
world. 

6 Reese is considering adding this idea to his second paragraph (sentences 4–8). 

The circulatory system moves blood rich with 
nutrients and oxygen to all the different parts 
of the body. 

Where should Reese insert this idea? 

F After sentence 4 

G After sentence 5 

H After sentence 6 

J Reese should not insert this idea. 

7 Reese needs a better transition between the second paragraph (sentences 4–8) and the third 
paragraph (sentences 9–14). Which sentence should replace sentence 9 to create a more 
effective transition? 

A Until recently, scientists could not determine how the brain is able to rid itself of waste 
because the lymphatic system does not include the brain. 

B Scientists researched the brain for years before finally making a breakthrough. 

C No one knew how the brain was able to perform some functions. 

D The lymphatic system does not include the brain, so c83Lery 1 Tf
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8 Reese wants to improve the clarity of sentence 12. How should sentence 12 be revised? 

F Running along the brain’s blood vessels, the team determined is a fluid that carries waste 
away from the brain. 

G The team determined that fluid running along the brain’s blood vessels carries waste away 
from the brain. 

H Waste by a fluid that is running along the brain’s blood vessels is carried away from the 
brain, the team determined. 

J Along the side of the brain’s blood vessels is a fluid, the team determined, and this carries 
away from the brain waste. 

9 Which sentence should Reese add after sentence 18 to provide additional support for the 
inference in sentence 19? 

A It would be a good idea to get rid of these bad proteins. 

B Another type of protein is important to building strong muscles. 

C Alzheimer’s is a disease that is heavily researched. 

D Some of these same proteins appear in the waste products of brain cells. 
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in 
the answer on your answer document.  

Yesenia wrote this essay about an important figure she admires. Read Yesenia’s 
essay and look for any corrections she needs 



(19) While Ride loved her work at NASA, she did not enjoy all the publicity 

that resulted from her accomplishments. (20) As a deeply private person, Ride had 

no desire to be on the covers of magazines or to do product endorsements. (21) In 

fact, all she wanted to do was fly in space. (22) She explained this after the first of 

her two space missions by saying, “I am sure it was the most fun that I’ll ever have 

in my life.” (23) Perhaps only her passion for science could rival her passion for 

spaceflight. 

(24) After retiring from NASA, Ride becomes a fierce advocate for science 

education. (25) Focusing on the middle grades and on female students in particular, 

she wrote books, gave talks, and started programs to promote her cause. (26) Her 

new goal became helping others to discover their own love of science and the world 

of opportunity a strong science background can open. 

(27) Sally Ride did not set out to be an astronaut or a hero; nevertheless, she 

became both. (28) While flying was her joy, science education was her mission. 

(29) Cofounded by Ride and others, Sally Ride Science is a foundation that promotes 

science and technology education among young people. (30) Its programs provide 

students with opportunities to make breakthroughs in new fields of science and 

encourage them to shatter glass ceilings in all fields. 

Third toto(6/33oundation)Tj�/T1_1 1 Tf�( )Tj�/T1_0 1 Tf�5.707 cfTn 



10  What change is needed in sentence 1? 

F Insert a comma after NASA 

G Change idea to ideas 

H Change becoming to to become 

J Change incomprehensable to incomprehensible 

11  What change is needed in sentence 12? 

A Change campaigns to campaign’s 

B Change advertisements to advertizements 

C Change realized to realizing 

D Delete the comma after qualifications 

12  What is the correct way to write sentences 13 and 14? 

F Ride was accepted into the astronaut program and began preparing for a space mission;   bega6to5 began 
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in 
the answer on your answer document.  

Saul wrote this essay to persuade readers of the importance of switching to the 
metric system. Read Saul’s essay and look for the corrections he needs to make. 
Then answer the questions that follow. 

The United States Needs the Metric 
System 

(1) Since the mid-1800s the United States has been struggling with the 

question of whether or not to adopt the metric system. (2) The country was one of 

seventeen nations that signed the 1875 Treaty of the Metre, which increased the 

accuracy of the metric system and established the International Bureau of weights 

and measures. (3) However, despite this early involvement, the United States has 

been reluctant to adopt the metric system as its only standard of measurement. 

(4) The United States is the only industrialized country that does not use 

metric as its dominant system. (5) As a general rule, people are not comfortable 

with change; this may be the reason that many cling to the old measurement system 

of miles, feet, inches, and pounds. (6) Yet changes in trade and technology have 

made using metric measurements more important than ever. (7) For example, the 

metric system makes writing very large and small numbers easier. (8) If the country 

is to thrive in international competition, it must adopt the metric system as its official 

measurement system. 

(9) This adoption would not be a dramatic change in some areas. (10) For 

example, U.S. scientists use the metric system exclusively; because it provides a 

standard that is understood worldwide. (11) Because scientific research is often 

international in nature, a common measurement system must be used to avoid error 

and facilitate communication. 

(12) In medicine, safety experts are urging all medical providers to use only 

the metric system. (13) Errors occurring because of confusion between the two 

measurement systems are among the top ten safety concerns for hospitals. 

(14) Drug dosages are often based on a patient’s weight, so confusing pounds and 
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kilograms can have serious consequences. (15) Imagine trying to convert pounds to 

kilograms in a hurry! (16) One safety analyst remarked that using pounds in drug 

calculations is like functioning in the Stone Age. 

(17) Many U.S. manufacturers have had positive experiences in changing to 

metric. (18) For instance, Procter & Gamble created a metric diaper manufacturing 

machine and found that it cost less than previous machines, was able to function 

25 percent faster, and was easier to repair and maintain. (19) Another example is 

Caterpillar, Inc., which decided to go metric in the United Forrepair and e3-Tf
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18 What is the correct way to write sentence 28? 

F Best of all, they will be using the same system as 95 percent of the rest of the world, in 
turn this will contribute to safety, facilitate trade, and improve international 
communication. 

G Best of all, they will be using the same system as 95 percent of the rest of the world; in 
turn contributes to safety, facilitate trade, and improve international communication. 

H Best of all, they will be using the same system as 95 percent of the rest of the world, 
which in turn will contribute to safety, facilitate trade, and improve international 
communication. 

J Best of all, they will be using the same system as 95 percent of the rest of the world. In 
turn will contribute to safety, facilitate trade, and improve international communication. 

BE SURE YOU HAVE RECORDED ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS 

ON THE ANSWER DOCUMENT. 
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WRITTEN COMPOSITION: Persuasive 

Read the following quotation. 

Don•t spend so much time chasing your future that you run over 
your present. 

„Carlos Wallace 

Some people focus so much on the future that they do not enjoy the present. Others spend so 
much time living in the present that they do not prepare for the future. Carefully consider this 
statement. 

Write an essay stating your opinion on which is more important: preparing for the future or 
focusing on the present. 

Be sure to „ 

€ state your position clearly 

€ use appropriate organization 

€ proq0/72Tj
3<</MCI0ully consider 



USE THIS PREWRITING PAGE TO 
PLAN YOUR COMPOSITION. 

MAKE SURE THAT YOU WRITE YOUR COMPOSITION ON 
THE LINED PAGE IN THE ANSWER DOCUMENT. 
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USE THIS PREWRITING PAGE TO 
PLAN YOUR COMPOSITION. 

MAKE SURE THAT YOU WRITE YOUR COMPOSITION ON 
THE LINED PAGE IN THE ANSWER DOCUMENT. 
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Read the next two selections and answer the questions that follow. 

Thad is considering buying an old Stingl baby grand piano from Luc, the piano shop 
owner. Thad is playing this piano for the first time. 

from 
The Piano Shop on the Left Bank 

by Thad Carhart 

1 I sat on the bench and smiled at Luc. I was nervous, almost spellbound; 
suddenly this great 



century think of this notion of personal fulfillment that sought a pedigree in the 
past? My expression must have reflected the deep sense of irony I was feeling 
because Luc asked me why I was looking puzzled. 

7 •It•s just occurred to me how much of ourselves we project onto a piano 
when we consider what we•re going to buy.Ž 

8 •Ah, but of course,    

77 1 T, 
whenof 

8 project course, when project acourse, 
8  a pedigree



tones at once clear and robust, and a sharp sense of pride welled up at the 
prospect of owning this distinctive piano, of seeing and playing it daily, of living 
with it. Good God, I thought, this is a kind of love; and, as in love, my senses 
amplified and enhanced the love object, all with an insouciance and willing 
enthusiasm. 

18 I finished playing and turned to Luc with what must have been a delighted 
look on my face. 

19 •I would say that you have found your piano.Ž His eyes sparkled, the 
successful matchmaker rejoicing in his skill. 

20 •And I would say that you were right.Ž 

Excerpt(s) from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank: Discovering a Forgotten Passion in a Paris Atelier by T. E. Carhart, 

copyright © 2000 by T. E. Carhart. Used by permission of Random House, an imprint and division of Penguin Random 

House LLC. All rights reserved. 

Third party trademarks Stingl® and Steinway® were used in these testing materials. 
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Use “From Those Old Piano Blues” (pp. 29–30) to answer questions 26–33 

Then fill in the answers on your answer document. 

26 In the excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž how does the author mainly organize 
his ideas? 

F He lists the benefits of owning a piano by referencing a magazine article about musical 
instruments. 

G He supports people learning to play the piano with stories from students who enjoy the 
instrument. 

H He argues against getting rid of old pianos by explaining how important they once were. 

J He discusses trends in piano ownership by describing his experience trying to get rid of an 
old piano. 

27 Read this quotation from paragraph 2 of the excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano Blues.Ž 

Then a slow, downward sales arpeggio started. 

What does the author•s use of musical terminology convey in the quotation? 

A How the  popularity of the piano has shifted like notes in a song 

B How piano dealers use musical language when they speak 

C How piano tones affect the price of the instruments 

D How piano music will persist despite its decrease in popularity 
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28 Which quotation best shows that the author of the excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano 
BluesŽ is relieved someone wants his old piano? 

F The song had gone from major to minor, but we pressed on. (paragraph 4) 

G Then the song  shifted to the saddest of blues. (paragraph 4) 

H But like many a blues song, this piano riff ends with hope. (paragraph 6) 

J And to be sur8ong, but piano?hope.6/T1_1 1 Tf�3.168 0 of  215Th1 1 Tf
2.71 0 Td
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31 In the excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž what is the primary purpose of 
paragraph 7? 

A To explain why letting go of pianos is acceptable at times 

B To state the reasons why pianos are still To detail the life cycle of pianos D To describe pianos in a historical contexEMC 
tSoPn 1 Tf
( )Tj
/T1_1 P <</MCID 2Tf

32 Which

 word from the excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ means •an approximate 
amountŽ? 

F 







36 What is one notable difference between the two excerpts? 

F The selection from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank explains why someone wants to play 
piano, while the selection from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ explains why piano 
lessons are less popular. 

G The selection from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank describes evaluating and buying an 
old piano, while the selection from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ describes an 
abundance of unwanted old pianos. 

H The selection from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank emphasizes the craftsmanship of a 
new acoustic piano, while the selection from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ 
emphasizes today•s preference for digital pianos. 

J The selection from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank shows how rare it is for someone to 
appreciate an old piano, while the selection from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ shows 
how people overvalue all musical instruments. 

37 What feeling is conveyed by both the excerpt from The Piano Shop on the Left Bank and the 
excerpt from the article •Those Old Piano BluesŽ? 

A Amusement 

B Ambition  

C Attachment 

D Awe 
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12 Start now by refusing to see yourself through the lens of others. Others do not 
define you. Their opinions will not last, and their words hold no power. You 
define you. And you don•t need to fear your strength. It is as captivating as the 
Grand Canyon itself. 

Used with permission. 
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38 Which sentence from the selection best expresses the author•s opinion about the culture of 
high school? 

F Something happened to my exuberance as I approached high school. (paragraph 1) 

G It takes  time to excavate a past, but it is 



41 What evidence does the author primarily use to support her evidence  the41WhatWhat41 to



44 According to the selection, the author urges high-school students to be „ 

F 



Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in 
the answer on your answer document.  

Beartown is a fictional small town in Sweden. 

from 
Beartown 

by Fredrik Backman 

1 For more than ten years now the neighbors have grown accustomed to the 
noises from the Erdahl family•s garden: bang-bang-bang-bang-bang . Then a 
brief pause while Kevin collects the pucks. Then bang-bang-bang-bang-bang . He  
was two and a half years old the first time he put a pair of skates on, three 
when he got his first stick. When he was four he was better than the 
five-year-olds, and when he was five he was better than the seven-year-olds. 
During the winter following his seventh birthday he got such a bad case of 
frostbite that if you stand close enough to him you can still see the tiny white 
marks on his cheekbones. He had played his first proper game that afternoon, 
and in the final seconds missed a shot on an open goal. The Beartown 
youngsters won 12…0, and Kevin scored all the goals, but he was inconsolable. 
Late that evening his parents discovered that he wasn•t in his bed, and by 
midnight half the town was out searching for him in the forest. It wasn•t until 
dawn that someone realized the boy wasn•t among  town on  openboy Hj
/T1_2 1 Tf
3.77ed anddiscovered a



5 Kevin knows what it takes; everyone•s been telling him ever since he first 
stood on a pair of skates. It•s going to demand nothing less than his all. So 
every morning, while his classmates are still fast asleep under their warm 
comforters, he goes running in the forest, and then he stands here, 
bang-bang-bang-bang-bang . Collects the pucks. Bang-bang-bang-bang-bang . 
Collects the pucks. Practices with the junior team every afternoon, and with the 
A-team every evening, then the gym, then another run in the forest, and one 
final hour out here under the glare of the floodlights specially erected on the 
roof of the house. 

6 This sport demands only one thing from you. Your all. 

7  Kevin has had every sort of offer to move to the big teams, to attend 
hockey school in a bigger town, but he keeps turning them down. He•s a 
Beartown man, his dad•s a Beartown man, and that may not mean a thing 
anywhere else, but it means something here. 

8 So how important can the semifinal of a junior tournament be? Being the 
best junior team around would remind the rest of the country of this place•s 
existence again. And then the politicians might decide to spend the money to 
establish a hockey school here instead of over in Hed, so that the most talented 
kids in this part of the country would want to move to Beartown instead of the 
big cities. So that an A-team full of homegrown players could make it to the 
highest division again, attract the biggest sponsors once more, get the council 
to build a new rink and bigger roads leading to it, maybe even the conference 
center and shopping mall they•ve been talking about for years. So that new 
businesses could appear and create more jobs so that the townspeople might 
start thinking about renovating their homes instead of selling them. It would 
only be important to the town•s economy. To its pride. To its survival. 

9 It•s only so important that a seventeen-year-old in a private garden has 
been standing here since he got frostbite on his cheeks one night ten years ago, 
firing puck after puck after puck with the weight of an entire community on his 
shoulders. 

10 It means everything. That•s all. 

From Beartown , a novel by Fredrik Backman. Copyright © 2016 by Fredrik Backman. Translation © 2017 by Neil Smith. 

Reprinted with the permission of Atria Books, a division of Simon & Schuster, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Third party   an  



46 What do the repeated italicized words •bang-bang-bang-bang-bang Ž in both paragraphs 1 and 
5 emphasize? 

F Kevin•s constant desire to improve 

G Kevin•s irritation  regarding his perceived weakness 

H Kevin•s need to draw the attention of his neighbors 

J Kevin•s growing frustration with his teammates 

47  In paragraph 2, what does exhume mean? 

A  Dig up 

B  Blend in 

C Establish 

D Conceal 

48 Which quotation  best suggests that Kevin probably feels increasing pressure from external 
expectations? 

F When he was four he was better than the five-year-olds, and when he was five he was 
better than the seven-year-olds. (paragraph 1) 

G Year after year they have heard the boy’s body grow—the banging becoming harder and 
harder, faster and faster. (paragraph 3) 

H “Kevin? He’s the real deal,” Peter Andersson, general manager of the club, always says, 
and he ought  to  know. . . .  (paragraph 4) 



49 How are paragraphs 8 through 10 important to the development of the plot? 

A They show Kevin  overcoming an emotional experience of his youth. 

B 



52 Read this quotation from paragraph 7. 

He’s a Beartown man, his dad’s a Beartown 
man, and that may not mean a thing anywhere 
else, but it means something here. 

Based on the quotation, the reader can infer that Kevin feels „ 

F appreciated 

G trapped 

H loyal 

J embarrassed 

BE SURE YOU HAVE RECORDED ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS 
English II 

Page 50 
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